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Marker
Balloons

The activity can take place outside or
in the classroom- make shure that
you have enough space, maybe
remove the tables

Involving listeners 

Adult learners 30 minutes Between 6 & 10 participants

WORKSHOP ACTIVITY 
Involving listeners 



Methodology

Evaluation

-Every participant gets the balloon and marker. 

On the balloon they have to draw something that represent their most important trait ( ?- curiosity ). Next
step is to present themself with the balloon and a short story about the drawing to others.

When they finish, they stand up. They have to throw the balloon in the opposite direction of themself. 

Teacher mix the ballons a litlle bit and invites the participants to take one- they are not allowed to take
their own.

Afterwards they have guess to which member of the group belogs the ballon they have and what was
story about the members important trat.

Was it difficult to find your important trait? Why?
Which story that was shared you memorized the
most? Why?
Where the traits others exposed also traits that
are important to you?
If you could do it again would you pick the same
trait or would you choose another one? Why?

Use question such as:

ReferencesIce breaking activity
Open a space to express certain emotions, building self
esteem
Or lecture certain content and the goal is to make it more
memorable for the participants (geography, language
acquisition…)

Reforming the questions you can use the activity
regardless of:
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